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To "regular" principals:

Research taught us that you made the difference.
We knew it long before the data was in.
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EXCELLENCE

With the widespread attention raised by "A Nation at
Risk," educators and citizens alike have renewed their
interest in defining excellence in education and in
establishing effective schools for students across the
country.

Despite the flurry of public and professional attention,
the question "What is excellence in education for
students with severe handicaps?" has generally been
overlooked.

The purpose of this Primer is to address that neglected
question and to help you design and maintain a program
of effective schooling for high school students who
have intensive special needs. (We will use the term
"severely handicapped" to refer to students who have
traditionally been labelled moderately or severely
retarded, multiply handicapped, and autistic. The
label refers to the fact that more intense and
effective instruction is necessary to meet student
needs.)

The information we have included has been developed over
the last six years in a series of collaborations between
universities, local public schools, and state education
agencies. Much of the development was supported by
funds from the Office of Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services, U.S. Department of Education.
A series of grants supported the initial work on a
statewide change model, curriculum development, and
procedures to facilitate the transition from school to
-Dirk and adult life for youth with severe handicaps.

The Primer was originally developed for building
administrators whose high schools collaborated with the
Oregon High School Project, Utah's Community-Based
Transition Project, or Washington State's Employment
Training and Transition Project. Though some
information is specific to the program model shared by
those programs, we hope the material is useful to all
high school principals whose building includes a
classroom for students with severe handicaps.

The Primer includes:

*The Model which outlines the major elements
of best practice services for secondary students with
severe handicaps.

*Effective Schools: Implications for Programs
Serving Students with Moderate Severe Handicaps. Just
what do the characteriiErEi-OT effective schools mean

3.
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for a different student population? This document

reviews the indicators of effective schools and
presents their implications for programs serving
students with severe handicaps. Once you
read this, it will be quite clear that excellent
programs for students with severe handicaps share
much in common with excellent programs for students
without apparent disabilities.

*Quick Check. Regardless of how much you know

about education, you will be responsible
for evaluating the teacher of students with severe

handicaps. The Quick Check helps you as a principal

know what is appropriate curriculum, good classroom
operation, and effective instruction for students

with severe handicaps.

*Points to Ponder. There are many decisions a
principal makes that can have tremendous impact

on the opportunities available to students with
severe handicaps. We have generated a list of things

to think about. You might add them to yOur "To Do"

list one at a time.

*Planning for Improvement. No matter how well
you are doing, it is always possible to do better.
This document provides a comprehensive list of

critical accomplishments for a program serving
students with severe handicaps. Review the list,
note discrepancies with your current program, and
then work with the teacher and district personnel

to initiate necessary improvements.

*Common QuestionsAnd Some Answers. Special
education is special, and thiiTEZiment will
provide answers to common questions about
implementing procedures that define exemplary
services to students with more severe handicaps.

*Some Light Reading. We thought you would like
to hear from one of your peers, so we have
included two articles by Don Essig, the former
principal at North Eugene High School in Oregon,

along with some examples of the attention that
principals have received for their high school

programs for students with severe handicaps.

*For Further Information . . t Just in case
you want some more detail we have provided a short,

select biblography to help get you started.

As a. principal, you have the ability to make a

difference. You have a critical role in creating

effective school programs for students with significant

4.



disabilities. Please use your role and this information
to ensure that the students with severe handicaps who
attend your high school receive the most effective,
appropriate education.



PRINCIPALS CARE

ABOUT RIDS!
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The Model

What's this all about? Just what are the elements of a
good program?

An effective school program for secondary students with
severe handicaps is characterized by several basic

features:

A curriculum that addresses the major functions of
adult life (work, leisure, and personal
management) and includes complete activities
rather than isolated skills.

Individualized education programs, or IEPs, that

are developed through a negotiation between
parents and teachers; and integrate related
service goals in work, leisure, and personal
management domains;

Instruction that occurs in the community and
other natural settings rather than only in the
classroom; addresses generalization and
maintenance of learned behavior; highlights
task adaptations when necessary to enable
student participation; and is responsive
to data on student performance.

Classroom procedures that involve
nonhandicapped student body members as tutors
and friends; build a classroom schedule
from student IEP goals; monitor instructional
time and staff task completion; schedule
regular contacts with parents, and
emphasize the role of the teacher as manager.

Careful planning for the transition from
school to work and adult life that involves
families, educators, and representatives from
adult service agencies; and occurs so that
students "graduate" to the work and living
arrangements that maximize their productivity,
integration, and independence.

Administrative procedures that support
community-based training and supervision
that focuses on student outcomes and staff
and classroom accomplishments.



EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS



Implications of "Effective Schools"
Literature for Programs/Resources
for Students with Severe Handicaps

As an educator, the term "effective schools" cannot be new to

you. Though schools differ in many ways, research shows that

effective schools--those that have high rates of student

learning--have certain characteristics in common.

The literature on effective schools has grown in the last years

but rarely addressed itself to how characteristics of effective

schools might apply to effective school programs for students

with, disabilities. We have tried to make up for that neglect

and describe the features of programs that are effective in

preparing high school students with severe handicaps to learn

the skills necessary to become productive, participating members

of their community, and to live as independently as possible.

The general characteristics of effective schools are described

below along with a translation for programs serving students

with severe disabilities. An effective school serves all its

students well.

9.



QUALITY

1.0 COALS, OBJECTIVES, AND EVALUATION.
An ef...ctive school has goals and
objectives that are developed,
known, and accepted by staff,
students, parents, and community
members. These goals and
objectiwan are evaluated and
revised in an ongoing and
systematic manner.

2. ROLE Of SCROOL BOARD/

SUPERINTENDENT /DIRECTOR.
An effective school has school
botd and superintendent

who are
visible and available to staff,
students, and parents. These
officials are aware of and support
students' educational needs.

APPLICATION TO PROGRAMS
AND SERVICES FOR STUDENTSWITH SEVERE HANDICAPS

In effective
progress for students with

severe handicaps:

Program goals are bawd on the values of normalizationand derived from research and demonstrations
of *best practices.

These sources suggest theimportance of integration,
community-referencedcurriculum and community-based

training, comprehensiveprograming, parent involvement,
focus on post-schooloutcc J. and effective instruction.

Principal/building staff, parents, and students aref and support
program philosophy that emphasizesschool and community

integration, preparation formeaningful writ and life in the community, and theintrinsic worth and dignity of all students.

In

There are program standards and ways to measure allprogram goals (e.g., 1S-21
year olds spent at least 351of their time in

community instr.ttion).

Students are assigned to special education classromsbased on their age and where they liV4,
rather than onthe basis of disability label.

effective programs for students with handicaps,the school
board/superintendent/director:

Develops curriculum guidelines to support
funct...inalcurriculum and community-based

training.

Locates classrooms on regular school campuses.

Distributes classroom for student: with severe handicapsto campuses throughout
the district so that studentsattend a school in their part of town.

Develops policies/provisions for adequate insurance/
liability, transportaion, and financial support for
community-based programs.

Develops staff job
descriptions which outline thenew role responsibilitias

required to support schoolintegration and community-based
training.

Establishes appropriate staff allocations.

Develops a transition
team to plan early on for effectivetransition of students
from school to work and

adult life.



3. )(TIMING PRINCIPAL.
An ffeetive school is supervised by
a principal who shows strong
instructional leadership, has high
expectations for their staff and
students, and shares decision-
making with staff, parents, and
students.

A. TIACIIIMO STA77
An ffal:tetra school has ...if who
are highly trained, perform their
Rohe with energy and dedication,
involve parents as will as students
in the learning process, have high
expeotations, and are good

role models. 0

6 Approves an accredited peer tutor course at
high school level.

In an effective school for students with severe
dlosbilitles, the principal demonstrates leadership by:

Molding high expectations for teachers to implement
best practice procedures.

Bolding high expectations for students with disablIL:Les

Assigning the el for students with severe
handicaps to a central and visible location within
the school.

Serving as a role modal for social interactions with
students with severe disabilities.

Supporting program needs by:
(a) acknowledging the Import.nc of integration and

community-based training.
(b) assisting teachers in scheduling else for

students in selected regular el
(c) establishing procedures for work experience within

the building, and
(d) recruiting peer tutors.

In an effective program, teachers of students with
severe disabilities'

Are well trained in curriculum and instructional
delivery methods most effective with students with

disabilities

Nave high expectations for st alents to be active,
participating community members at the and of schooling

Teach in community settings as well as in the school

and the olassroom.

Develop partial participation strategies and prosthetic
devices for students who lack academic, motor, or

communication skills.

Develop and implement behavior management programs that
are appropriate in regular education Lettings and in
public environments.

Manage el sssss om staff, including peer tutors,

effectively and consistently.

Coordinate with regular education, related service
personnel, and adult service providers.

Develop aft which address student needs in current
and future environments, and which attend to lifestyle/

quality-of-life issues.

47



S. CURRICULUM.
An effective school has curriculum
that is based on student needs, is
stated goals and objeotlres. The
instruotional techniques used are

arch -based and focus on
individual student needs and
abilities delivered in a supportive
atmosbpore.

6. KIPPUR? SIRTICIS.
In effeotive schools, support staff
member., are Amite of school/
district and *oil'sa based goals.
Services provided by support staff
meet individual student needs.

7. STUDIST OPPORIUNITIRS.
In the effective school, the major
focus is learning and the
opportunity for fulfillment for each
student. All students ii.ms aware of

the rules, and are responsible for
school standards.

Involve parents In critical decisions about

instructional Scale.

Use data for timely decision-maklos on all
students sculls.

Develop an array of work training sites in the community.

Cooperatively plan and develop formal transition plans
for all students 1S-20 years of age.

The curriculum in an affective program for students with

Is comprehensive and addresses all areas of ctudent need.

Reflects domains of adult life: work, leisure,

and porsonal management.

Focuses on actual activities rather than on isolated
academic or developmental skills.

De-emphasises pre-requisites or readiness skills.

Includes training in all school environments
(gymnasium, cafeteria, library, etc.).

Includes training in the community and other
real life settings.

In an effective proves for students with severe
handicaps, support services:

Emphasise an integrated approach to the delivery of

therapy services.

Provide assistance in ment, program development,

and training in the community and In regular
education classrooms

a Are delivered in the context of natural activities,
rather than in isolation.

Become consultants to teachers about alternative
performance strategies, prosthetic devices, and
appropriate forms of partial participation.

In an effective program, students with severe handicaps:

Participate in Instructional activities that prepare
than to work and live in their community
after graduation.



SCEGOL CLIMATI.
An effective school promotes a
climate conducive to learning,
school spirit, and the freedom to
grow. It is safe, friendly,
aesthetically pleasing. and orderly.

Use school facilities and resources (lockers,
cafeteria, assemblies, lounge area, etc.) at the same
time as their peers without disabilities.

Have access to some regular el (weight training,
home ec., etc.) with support and instructional
modification as necessary.

Do not face environmental barriers, within the school.

Are welcomed and sneouraged to attend all school
activities such as clubs, dances, and sports events.

Take part in the same graduation ceremonies as
students without disabilities.

Have opportunities to develop friendship: and attend
out-of-school activities with nonhandicapped peer::

Their nonhandicapped peers:

Save the opportunity to participate in tutor /special
friends /buddy /advocate programs.

Receive information about disabilities in regular
subject courses.

Are encouraged to appreciate human difference.

In an effective program for students with severe handicaps.

Classroom decor and materials are age-appropriate and
minimise differences between special and
regular students.

Students with severs handicap.: are seen as individuals
within the study body. In the yearbook, their
with friends rather than as a large group.

Regular personal interactions are scheduled to &blur
between students with and without disabilities.

Students with severe disabilities share the same
school responsibilities as nonhandicapped peers (fund
raising, campus jobs, etc.).

Regular and special education staff interact together
for creative progrem planning, decision-making, and
positive relationship planning.

Staff treat all students with same rules of conduct
(e.g., behavior, dress).



0. ASSESSMENT.
In an affective school, student
progress is continually measured
with measurement outcomes serving as
the premise used to revise /develop
curriculum and instructional goals.

10. INSTRUCTION(
An effective school provides
instruction that enhances students'
independence and competence, and
effectively prepares them for the

C...ture. Effective instruction
includes setting appropriate learner
objectives, applying the prinoiples
of learning, and measuring student

gross.

In an effective program for students with sever, handicaps:

A nt addresses environmental opportunities as

well as student abilities.

A nt add he impact of educational efforts

on student lifestyle.

Instruction add IEP goals and includes no
activites.

Student performance is evaluated in natural performance
settings rather than through classroom simulations or
paper and pencil tests.

Principals evaluate teacher effectiveness with an
instrument /mode of observation that is appropriate to
the unique responsibilities of that teacher.

In an effective program for students with severe handicap.,

Instructional objectives are derived from the IEP and
reflect the skills needed for success on the job and
in the community.

Behavior management programs use nonintrusive procedures
and emphasise teaching students positive ways of
controlling their environment.

a Written instructional programs specifically address
skill acquisition, generalisation, and maintenance.

Training takes place in the community and on the job,
not only in tho school and classroom. The extent of

community training increases as the student nears

graduation.

Instruction emphasises errorless learning, predicting

and preventing student errors, providing corrective
feedback and positive practice, reinforcement,
prompting, and fading.

Regular data is tAken on student performance and
program changes are made based on that data.



11. PARENT AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT.
In effective schools, the programs
are known to and supported by
parents and other citizens of the
community. Parents and community
members take an active role in
school functions and program
development.

In an effective program for students with severe handicaps:

The school has a systematic plan of outreach to parents
including parent training and the dissemination of
information on their roles and responsibilities.

Contact with parents is frequent and ongoing.

Parents are informed about adult services and programs
and how to help their children access those services well
beyond the youngster' graduation.

Representatives from relevant community agencies such as
(developmental disabilities and vocational
rehabilitation) are involved in developing a written
transition plan as part of the IEP process for all
students 16-21 years.

The school develops relationships with area employers in
order to provide a variety of work training opportunities
for students.

Community facilities such as grocery stores, restaurants,
and banks are used to support the school's community-
based training efforts.

Parents and community members are surveyed regularly to
determine their satisfaction with and suggestion for the
program.

Information on program goals and accomplishments are
regularly disseminated to the public at large.

4
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QUICK CHECK

Evaluating a High School
Classroom for Students with

Moderate/Severe/Profound Disabilities

Carol Overdorff

Employment Training and Transition Project
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QUICK CHECK

Evaluating a High School
Classroom for Students with
Moderate/Severe/Profound Disabilities

Who Should Use the Quick Check

The Quick Check is a tool designed for use by supervisors,
principals, or program administrators to evaluate high school
classrooms for students with moderate, severe and profound
handicaps. You do not have to be an expert in special education
to use the Quick Check. In fact, Quick Check was designed for
people who may have very limited experience with students with
severe disabilities.

What the Quick Check Measures

The Quick Check addresses basic program standards that should be
in place in a class striving to provide an excellent education
for students with severe handicaps. Items on the Quick Check are
derived from the current professional literature on what
constitutes best practice in programs for students with
significant disabilities. At the basis of items on the Quick
Check is the assumption that the goal of high school for these
students is to prepare them to live and work in integrated
settings and to make them as independent as possible.

The Quick Check evaluates three major areas; what needs to be
taught, how it should be taught, and how the classroom should be

managed. The Quick Check will enable the evaluator to pinpoint
areas of program strengths and specific areas needing
improvement, providing a basis of formulating program or
classroom goals in the following areas:

IEPs - Student work placements

- Staff and student scheduling - Peer tutors

- Data Systems - Transition planning

- Age Appropriateness - -Instructional time

- Instruction

How The Quick Check Is Used

The Quick Check requires that the evaluator spend some time
observing the classroom (materials, IEPs, data, etc.) and
observing instruction, both in class and in the community.

17.
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An initial evaluation may require the evaluator to interview the
teacher ("show me your schedule" "how are you evaluating students
progress on IEPs"). This part of the evaluation will not only
familiarize the evaluator with standards that are or are not
present in each classroom, it will also begin the remediation
process by communicating to the teacher the particular program
features expected to be present. Because some classrooms may
have relatively few standards in place, the initial evaluation
may take very little time. It is important, however, for the
evaluator to observe or inquire about ALL items. This will
establish a baseline and allow for progress to be monitored

across the year.

18.



Making Changes Based On The Quick Check Evaluation

After the classroom observation is completed and the Quick Check

score determined, the evaluator will need to schedule a
debriefing session with the teacher. This session may include an
explanation of the scoring of the items on the Quick Check,
prioritizing items to be targeted for improvement or developing,

or develop a plan for accessing information that will assist the

teacher in addressing program standards. Timelines should be set
to insure follow-up of target tasks. Some Quick Check items may

take time to implement, and timelines should allow for this.
Experience suggests that with some assistance and support from a
supervisor, teachers should be able to install most items within

five months.

Now For The Basics

The material that follows presents each item or. the Quick Check

along with a rationale for its inclusion and some rules of thumb

for evaluating the item.

19.



QUICK CHECK

Scoring: 0 0 Item is not yet present
1 0 Item is partially In place
2 Item is In place

I. IEPS
ITEM

ISPs have goes that reflect domains of adult life, i.e.
vocational, leisure, and personal management.
IIP's goals are real, adult activities, that would be
performed by student after leaving school (budgeting or
banking rather than math facts).
IEPa are designed to teach/measure student progress in
actual performance setting (paying skills at the store.
restaurant).

ISPs designate what method will be used to evaluate
student progress (see Data below).
ISPs designate appropriate adaptive devices or methods to
aid students participation In activities.

II. SCHEDULE

Schedule of daily activities /lessons is posted and is
complete (specifies what staff, students, and peer tutors
do each period).

Schedule add IEP goals exclusively (no filler
activities).
Schedule is up to date.

Schedule includes training In the community for work,
leisure, and personal management goals.

Schedule includes opportunities for all rtudents to spend
time with non-handicapped pests.
Schedule is followed by staff..

III. DATA

Data is being taken on all IEP goals.
Data is taken often enough to make instructional decisions
regarding student progress.
Data is being taken in the target performance setting.
Data and data summaries are up to date.
Data keeping method is unobtrusive and expedient.

RATIONALE

Since students have complex needs and limited time in
school, their curriculum should focus on adult tasks
and activities rather than teaching pre-skills or basic
academics In isolation. If you cannot see yourself doing
It, the goal doesn't belong on a student's IEP.

IEPs should focus on building competence in settings where
it really matters, rather than in the convenient but
artificial environment of the classroom.

Activities may have to ti adapted in order for some
students to participate. It Ls more important to do
real activity with support than to perform a trivial skill
with independence.

A complete and publicly posted schedule (a) allows staff
to perform independent of on-6oing directives from the
teacher, (b) informs everyone where students and staff are
at all times during the day, and (c) serves as data source
for monitoring each student'+ level of Integration and
community training.

Data is important to (a) measure student progress. (b)make
sound instructional decisions, and (c) ensure program
accountability. Data systems should be simple so they
ran be used by all trainers.

Aluays take data in the performance setting. This is how
to find out whether the 'student has really learned the
activity. You will find out what steps may need additional
work or classroom simulations.

Re sure your system is appropriate for the setting. Timers
clickers, clipboards we may use in class look highly out of
the ordinary at the grocery store or bank.



IV. AGE APPROPRIATE

Instructional materials are appropriate for high school
students/young adults.
Classroom Ilk. typical high school classroom.
What, if anything makes it look different?
Maw can it be changed?
Students are expected to behave and dress like high
school students/young adults.
Staff instruction /interaction with students enhances their
appearance as dignified, competent, young adults.

V. INSTRUCTION

A. In class
Program observed:

Instruction ad goals on students IEPs.
All in class instruction /simulation coincides with real
life activity.
Students are responding as they would in real life setting
(l.e. paying with money standing up with a wallet, as they
would at a store or restaurant).
Grouping is appropriate (students are on task, students
receive continuous opportunities to respond).
Teacher controls brisk instructional pace.
Teacher uses correction procedure (STOP, MODEL, UAD, TEST,
repeat until firm).
Teacher precludes frequent errors (teacher anticipates
errors and provides as little assistance as possible for
the student to respond correctly.

B. Community
Program observed:

Instruction in the community appears unobtrusive, natural
(does not call attention to student or trainer).
Grouping is appropriate (no more than 3 students per
trainer; not all "high functioning" or "low
functioning students).
Pacing is brisk (students get through activity in
reasonable amount of time).
Behavior management procedures are appropriate (produces
desired result, doesn't call attention to student tralrter).
Correction procedures are used (STOP, MODEL, LEAD, TEST:
repeat until firm) when appropriate.
Teacher precludes frequent errors.

4, 'I

The image of students and their instruotonal environment
strongly affect the reactions of others. Ar a glance check
classroom posters, else of cables /chairs, nature of leisure
activities, curriculum, reading materials, *are projects
(notorious for being age lnapproprlatel), instructional
materials, and of course, the students themselves (dress,
hair styles, and accessories).

for students with profound disabilities, schedule
based on activities will help focus on real life adult
demands using real life adult materials. When adapting
activities or materials, be sure they look age appropriate
and as nonstlsmatlslng as possible.

Simulation or in-class instruction provides the opportunity
to practice difficult steps, learn adaptive strategies,
and rehearse steps that cannot logistically be practiced
In the actual setting. In-class instruction should:
(a) practice real life activities:Ms (b) use the same
materials found in the natural setting (through this does
not mean trying to re-create the natural setting, i.e.
supermarket aisles); (c) require the same physical /social
responses from the student that would be required In the
natural setting.
Avoid: (a) setting up simulation as prerequisite to
community participation; (b) practicing sub-skills of the
activity without pairing It with training in the actual
setting; (c) practicing In the classroom when It could
be done In the natural setting.

Training in the community will contain the same quality
teaching elements as in-class instruction. In addition, the
teacher must attend to community members. Minimise aspects
of training that call attention to the student and trainer
(data keeping method, intrusive behavior management
programs, grouping, repeatJd practice).

Community training should teach the student how to
complete adult activities. This means consistent and
regularly scheduled individual or small group training
rather then field trips or community experiences.

Community training trier***** risks, so a teacher should
have back up plans, and emergency procedures well
thought out.



VI. WORK SITES

Work tasks are those students would be employed to do
upon graduation.
Quality of work is monitored closely (students not
making errors).
Work sites offer students a variety of vocational
choices (domestic, food service, construction, agriculture,
building services, etc).
Work sites are located both on campus (some) and off
campus (most), out of classroom.
Students who are independent at jobs are moved to new
job within a mo,th.

VII. PEER TUTORS

Peer tutors are on classroom schedule with designated daily
assignments.
Peer tutors are used for instructing/monitoring students.
Peer tutors perform assignments competently.
Peer tutors interact with students in friendly,
respectful manner.

VIII. TRANSITION PLANNING

Teacher has contacted adult service agencies for all
students 1S-21 years of age.
Teacher conducts transition meeting to include team of
parents/care providers, adult service agency
repasentatives, students, and related personnel.
Transition team develops comprehensive plan addressing
student's vocational, residential, financial, medical, and
social needs after leaving school.

IX. Time in instruction

A.... Teacher/staff is involved in instructing students at least
801 of each period.

Training on real work tasks in on-going work settings is
critical if students are to find and maintain employment
after graduation.

All students should have variety of work training
opportunities that sample type of work and level of support.

Peer tutors can work as effectively as special education
professionals. Raster for successful tutoring include:
(a) careful selection' (b) careful training' (c) challenging
and valuable daily tasks assigned' (d) on-going monitoring
and feedback. A good peer tutor program is evident when
tutors: (a) follow the schedule and stay on tasks
(b) follow the lesson format correctly (as any classroom
staff would): (c) interact with students appropriately
(not as junior staff persons i.e. running sophisticated
behavior management programs).

Schools have a critical role in helping students move from
school to work and community life. Though schools will not
be responsible for direct service, they must take an early
leadership role in planning for appropriate services.

Increasing time in instruction increases student learning.
Look for ways to maximise time in instruction: transition
should be not longer than the regular passing period
(5 minutes or so). This means having materials ready.
If you have 20 minutes to wait for the public bus, schedule
that 20 minutes to practice parts of the upcoming activity.
Expect most students to perform within the same time
parameters as nonhandicapped students or community
members (eliminate extended lunches, slow transitions,
interuptions, bathroom trips).



Dario:

Classroom:

Total points: /92 I

Total score should b. SO 2 or alloys.



Date:

Name:

COMMENTS/RECOMMENDATIONS:
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POINTS TO PONDER

Barbara Wilcox

Many thanks to Joan Melsheimer, Director of Special

Education, Dubois-Spencer-Perry Cooperative, who
suggested we put this together.
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Points to Ponder

There are many events and decisions that take place in the

life of any school building. They are decisions made by a

principal or subject to his or her influence. Many represent

the status quo, established school tradition, or define "the way

we've always done things." They are decisions made almost

reflexively by the school administration, often without thought

about how they might influence the image of, or opportunities

available to, students with severe handicaps.

If you are a principal committed to excellence in

education for all students--including those with severe

handicaps--ask yourself the following questions:

DO THE STUDENTS WITH SEVERE HANDICAPS WHO ATTEND THIS

BUILDING...

. . . have assigned lockers? All students need
personal space. It best if all the
"handicapped lockers" are not all together.
Spread lockers around so students meet more regular
student body members. For some students, having a
locker with a key rather than a combination lock
will make access much easier!

. . have class assignments as freshmen, sophomores,
juniors, seniors, and super-seniors? Isn't it
funny that most students have a grade or class
designation while students with severe handicaps are
simply "special education"? Class assignments help
create an identity and affiliation with others, and
represent important status for students and their

parents.

. . . have their individual pictures included in the

year book or school annual? Too often we "forget"
students in education or include them as a
group rather than representing them as the individuals
they are.

. . have assigned home rooms or guide periods that

include students without disabilities? Students with
severe disabilities don't have to be together all the
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time. Home rooms present an easy, nonacademic
opportunity for integration.

. . . artici ate in regular orientation and pre-
registrat on programs? Like other new students,
those with severe disabilities and their families can
benefit from orientation events prior to the actual
start of the school year.

. . . have assigned counselors? Like other high
school students, students with severe disabilities and
their parents will need the access to the resources
of the counseling department. A single counselor
may be assigned all students with special needs or
all counselors may share advisory responsibilities.

. . . participate in extracurricular activities
including athletics? Extracurricular clubs and
events are as important to students with disabilities
as to their nonhandicapped peers. Not everyorie must
be a club president or varsity player; ordinary
members and "student managers" are also important to
the system.

. . . have a representative on the student council
or governing board? Promoting "minority representation"
IR student government activities creates important
learning opportunities both for students with
disabilities and for their nonhandicapped peers.

. . eat lunch with the rest of the student body?
Students wiftrievere al:Emil:al-is need the opportunity
to learn to cope with the realities of the lunch line.
They should not be asked to come early or late, or to sit
together as a group.

. . . have jobs within the school that are similar to
jobs held la regular student body members? If it is
"normal" for some students to work in the kitchen
dishroom, it is quite appropriate for students with
disabilities to have that same opportunity. Students
with disabilities should not have in-school jobs that
are stigmatizing or that would not be natural for
regular student body members.

. . . attend all school assemblies and special events?
StudeniiiTh seviFiTaisabilities can attend pep
assemblies and all-school events alongside their
nonhandicapped peers. There is no need for them to
sit as a group unless it is common practice for all
students to have assigned seating.

. . . have access to all settings within the school?
Students with severe disabilities should be able to
use the library, locker rooms, home economics rooms,
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vocational education classrooms, student lounge,
school store, and computer labs, as well as their

own "special" classrooms. They should have the
opportunity to participate in elective courses such

as art, physical education, home economics, wood-
shop, horticulture, and other vocational education
courses with personal support and curriculum
modification as necessary. Students need not be
assisted to the regular teacher's class roster; they

can be assigned to the special education teacher but
be assisted in the class by a peer tutor or a special
education teaching assistant.

. . . participate in graduation ceremonies and

social events? Graduation, the prom, and the

senior are important rites of passage for

all students. With planning, participation in these

events can be just as special for students with
severe disabilities.

. . . participate in regular award ceremonies?

If students with disabilities earn some special honor,
acknowledge that accomplishment in the same sort of
awards ceremony organized to reward other student
athletes, scholars, artists, or humanitarians.
"Retarded" ceremonies of any sort detract from the
dignity of the accomplishment.

. . . do "normal" things in "normal" places?
Students WiffriVere disatiliErii-iHould learn to do
important adult activities in the settings where those
activities actually take place. It is more normal and
and appropriate for girls to learn to use make-up in
the restroom or locker room than to be taught at a

table in their classroom. Personal hygiene training
should occur in the locker room rather than in a

classroom. Students can hang out in the student lounge,

look at magazines in the school library, and learn to use

tools in the shop class. There is no need to train
real activities in the artificial environment of the

classroom.

. . . use real life materials? Expect to see
students wiElisevere-EiRECifoS using real money and

going real places. It's impossible to learn to
deal with the complexity of work and community
life within the confines of a classroom. School

alone is not enough. Students. . . and their

teachers . . . must go off-campus to where the
action really is!

. . . follow the regular bell schedule? The

schedules of students with severe handicaps should
match those of the building as a whole.



There is no need for them to march to a different
drummer.

. . . get the flyers, announcements, and newspapers
that are distributed to regular education students?
Students with severe disabilities and their families
are probably as interested in district and school
events as is any one else! Be sure they get all
the regular mail the office distributes.

DOES YOUR SCHOOL HAVE A FORMAL PROGRAM FOR PEER TUTORS OR
PEER ADVOCATES?

Tutors or advocates are critical to the social and
educational integration of their peers with severe
disabilities. They can provide both personal and
instructional support. A formal tutor/advocate
program provides the structure for interactions and
the context for friendships, and promotes truly
individualized learning opportunities. Experience
tells us that tutor programs are most effective if
they are set up as a graded course for elective or
career credit.

DOES THE LIBRARY HAVE BOOKS THAT DEAL WITH DISABILITY ISSUES?

Check with your librarian to ensure that the media
center contains both fiction and nonfiction materials
that appropriately portray individuals with
disabilities or deal with disability issues.

DOES THE SCHOOL HAVE INFORMATIONAL DISPLAYS IN THE LIBRARY OR
SHOW CASES THAT PRESENT DISABILITY ISSUES OR THEMES?

Display cases can do more than show off trophies
They can help students learn about individual
differences and human variability. The special
teacher can help create such a display!

ARE STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES REPRESENTED IN SCHOOL
RELATIONS MATERIALS AND MEDIA?

education

PUBLIC

After all, they are your students! A slide tape
program or a school handbook can include pictures
of students with disabilities along with descriptions
of special education program activities. Be proud
of having a program that promotes the value and
dignity of all student body members.
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ARE UNITS DEALING WITH DISABILITY INCLUDED IN REGULAR SUBJECT
AREAS?

Disability is not a topic that belongs to special
education alone, and information about disabilities
can be easily presented in a variety of regular
subject manner courses. For example: genetic
factors associated with disabilities could be
covered in biology. The impact of a child with
a disability on the family could be addressed in a
home economics/family life class. An English
class could examine the presentation of folks with
disabilities in literature and other media. An
advanced computer class could investigate programs
and devices to facilitate environmental control by
people with physical disabilities. A history/
civics course could deal with disability as a
civil rights issue. Possibilities are endless.

DOES THE CLASS FOR STUDENTS WITH SEVERE DISABILITIES HAVE A
"NORMAL," NONSTIGMATIZING LABEL?

Think of how you refer to most teachers or classrooms in
your building: Hr. Henderson, Ms. Jackson, Room 117.
No need to call the special education teacher by first
name only or to label the teacher or room as "severely
handicapped." If the class needs a label, consider
something such as "Basic Skills," "Life Skills,"
or "Community Skills."

DO YOU ACKNOWLEDGE COMMUNITY STORES AND SERVICES FOR THE
IMPORTANT ROLE THEY PLAY IN PROVIDING AN APPROPRIATE EDUCATION
TO STUDENTS WITH SEVERE DISABILITIES?

Think about a "Community Appreciation Night" in the
spring to acknowledge all those employers and store
managers who have provided, valuable training
opportunities for students with severe disabilities.

DO REGULAR SUBJECT MATTER TEACHERS. . .

. . . have opportunites for inservice on topics related to
students with severe diSiSifiiiiifteachers of regular
students need to learn about the needs of special
students: how SO =3 "talk" with a communication board; why
some needs to take medication; Uhy it is important to do
part of a task even if completing the whole task is not
feasible.

. . . share in supervision of all students as one of the
regular school duties? Dont't forget that regular
teachers need to feel that they are responsible for all
students! Consistently assigning the special teacher to
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supervise special students denies the regular teacher an
opportunity to get to know the strengths of a special

student.

. . . have regular :pportunities for positive contact with

students with severe diasbilities? Unless well planned,

chances for developing positive experiences with students
with handicaps can be lost in the fast pace of a regular

school day. By making the scheduling of such contacts a
high priority, regular teacher can become more accepting

of perceived differences of students with disabilities.

DOES THE TEACHER OF THE SPECIAL CLASS. . .

. . . have regular school duties and assignments?

Go ahead, assign school duties toSim or her just
as you would any other teacher! (If you have enough
staff to go around, however, you might consider

that these teachers, indeed, have a large set of

responsibilities!)

. . . eat with other faculty members? If students

are to realize the full benefiEi75Tintegration, it is

important that their teacher, too, be integrated!

Encourage special education teacher to be part of the

faculty.

. . . attend regular school faculty meetings?
Special education teachers are not so special that

they can be excused from meetings.

. . . have comparable prep time? As for any
teacher, it is important for teachers of students
with severe disabilities to have preparation time

during the day. Though you may schedule the prep
period for other staff, the teacher of students
with severe handicaps will have to schedule his or
her own time based on the overall classroom schedule.
Prep time may be used to meet with regular subject
matter teachers, develop work training opportunities,
complete calls to parents, or other program support

tasks. Prep time is not "free time."

IS THE CLASSROOM ITSELF IN A GOOD LOCATION?

A "good" location is not next tm the exit and

the bathroom. Rather, a good location is a room
that is centrally located and visible to students

and faculty alike.

DOES THE CLASSROOM LOOK LIKE A HIGH SCHOOL CLASSROOM?

Image is important! Make sure that the classroom
for students with severe handicaps looks like other

classrooms. Calendars, decorations, and bulletin
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board items should be age-appropriate; that is,
similar to those in "regular" classes. Furniture
should be similar to that in other rooms as well.

Cutaway tables characteristic of elementary rooms,
rocking chairs, pianos, sofas, and overstuffed
chairs are not normal in high school rooms!
Though students with severe handicaps may need
adaptive equipment, every effort should be made to
arrange furniture and store equipment to create as
normal an appearance as possible.

DO PARENTS OF STUDENTS WITH SEVERE DISABILITIES PARTICIPATE

IN THE PTA?

Encourage their participation or representation! After
all, they do have a vested interested in what goes on in

the building.

ARE PARENTS OF STUDENTS WITH SEVERE DISABILITIES INVITED/
ENCOURAGED TO VOLUNTEER FOR SCHOOL FUNCTIONS AND ACTIVITIES?

Don't forget that parents need to be recognized as valuable
and contributing member of the school and community. Call

on them to help "man" the booths, call for campaigns, or be
chaperones at school functions. They can be your best

alley!
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PLANNING FOR IMPROVEMENT
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Change is always difficult. overcoming the inertia of
the status quo takes both a commitment to improvement and
a clear vision of what the "improved" program will look

like.

We have defined seven accomplishments that we think
should characterize a program that is, indeed, effective
in preparing students with severe disabilities to be
productive, participating members of society. These

outcomes are listed below:

1. Students are integrated in school and community

2. IEPs are developed and monitored
3. Effective instruction is designed and delivered

4. Students are prepared for, and placed into
supported employment during their last
year in school

5. Classroom tasks and resources are managed
effectively

6. Consumers are satisfied with program procedures
and student outcomes

7. Administrative procedures are in place to
support program practices

For each outcome, we have defined elements that, in
effect, further define the accomplishment. This
definition of an effective program can guide your own

planning.

Carefully review each element on the following
Discrepancy Analysis and Task List with the classroom
staff. Honestly report the current status, noting
partial fulfillment and successful implementation as
well as features with potential for improvement. A
detailed report is more useful than a simple +/0

scoring. Go ahead and identify needed action to bring
your operation in line with each element of an effective
program.

After reviewing all elements and identifying needed
action, complete the remaining two columns. WHO
identifies the individuals responsible for needed action.

WHEN can target a specific completion date or establish
the priority (1st, 2nd, 3rd order) of each item.

It is a good idea for each member of the planning group
to have a copy of the final plan.

Use the plan to generate professional development goals
for the teacher and classroom staff.
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DISCREPANCY ANALYSIS AND TASK LIST

1.0 STUDS:NTS INTIONATED IN SCHOOL AND COKMUNITY

SLIMS

1.1 Classrsona in genera location and
regular room en school campus.

1.2 Classrooms distritwted if more
than 1 per building.

1.1 Potosi peer tutor program
established.

1.4 Students ma amass all specialised
enviromento is ehml (home
economies, library, etc).

1.1 Students ma assess regular elesees
with inatruatiemal support and our-
rtoulum modification as mooesory.

1.6 Ixtraeurrieular *tub established
to fester out-ef-sehoolialter
**heel intogratien.$

1.7 Community-based training provided
for activities included on ISP.

1.6 Students visible in school media.

1.0 Classroom or prestos standards

established for,

Integrated contacts during school
day (e.g. at least S opportun-
ities on student's schedule)

After school social integration
(e.g. participation in at least 1
regular extracurricular activity
per tern)

Timm in community training (e.g.
at least SSE of the instruotional
week se)eduled out of school).

STATUS NEEDED ACTION WHO WHEN

r".,
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DISC[EPANCY ANALYSIS AND TASK LIST

2.0 Ills DIVILOPID AND MONITORED

2.1 Pumetimeal, setivity-lased curricu-
lum appro.'s& adopted (Aetivities
Catalog, eeelegieal inventory
appreaah, or something similar).

2.2 Student assessment preeedutes
address quality of life.

2.3 tSP meetings fellow negotiation
format and satin', 12,..,41vs parents
in deeision making process.

2.4 1SP goals target aetivities (not
skills), sad sleet', what students
will is alto to de after training
(e.g. gamma of emspetenee, adap-
tations, limits of per;ormanos).

2.3 tliTs are eomprehemmive (unit
aetivities serfage work, leisure,
and wooled memseement domains)
and integrate exp.atise of thera-
pists In setivity goals (no sepa-
rate thezapy goals).

2.4 ISPs few all students are Jompleted
In the spring.

2.7 Coals for sash student are rank
ordered.

2.0 flutes to eatahltahad to track
follow-up tasks.

2.0 Adult service providers invited to
ISPs of high school students.

2.10 Formal transition plans completed
for students owes target age.

STATUS MINDED ACTION MHO MIMS



DISCREPANCY ANALYSIS AND TASK LIST

S.0 NYTICTIVI INSTRUCTION DSSIONID AND DILIVERID

S.1 Writes* instructional program for
all wive goals en a student's 20
laminae'

- Calorie nativity analysis

- Sequeses of training examples to
promote generalisation (general
ells 'marooning)

- ilystem for data males:ion and
data 'uneasy.

S.2 Insabeel simulations ars designed
to support Immunity competenosi

- Relevant stimuli

- Aerial response topography,

S.3 Guidelines are established for
*hanging intervention based on stu-
dent performanes data.

S.4 Iestructienal pr000dures enhance
student .halos and control (lots of
self-eonitoring).

S.3 Monsertified staff ars observed In
training, and feedback is provided
to improve instructional delivery.

S.6 Alternate pertormanos strategies
are often used as necessary.

S.7 Appropriate procedures followed for
behavior amassment program.

S.6 Standards established and monitored
for tracking staff time In
instruction.

STATUS HEROLD ACTION WHO urlN
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CO

DISCREPANCY ANALYSIS AND TASK LIST

4.0 STUDENTS PREPARED TOR AND PLACED 1E10 SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT

ILSKINT

.1 All students balm wt-f-sobool
work training opportunities.

.2 We* training opportunities sample
losally relevant job lusters.

.3 Work training provided in a variety
of formats (la, Grew, enolave).

4.4 Students sample job 'lusters and
training formats over tbir blab
seised meets.

.3 Students Uwe resumes that ere
updated manually (for internal
treoking and :or public
eonsumption).

4.$ Pripoetures are established to

tumult and reinforce work training
sites.

4.7 trot:lag felLows job analysis that
addresses employer standards for
speed and quality.

4.2 Students placed in supported
employment during final year of
sehol.

4.0 transition Manual for parents
desoribsa - hoot service sys-
tem and 012SUMt nutoomea in local
program'.

STATUS NEEDED ACTION WHO WHEN
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DISCREPANCY ANALYSIS AND TASK LIST

3.0 CLA1S1OOM TACKS AND RESOUND'S MANAGED

SMUT

3.1 Clasoseom sebedulse

a. Petlows building bell sehedule
U. Ineludes role activities from

'godson ItTs
e. Specking, who does what, when,

Aare, and with whom
d. Is publicly posted.

3.2 Master eatendar (sr similar task
list system) is weed to track staff
tasks.

3.3 Meetings of elasorems staff are
gen/meted at least every two weeks
(te review muter 'slender tasks
and ether dames. standards), and
stouts, kept regarding decisions.

3.4 Standards are estAtished and Inc.-
..duxes developed to monitor aria-
sal stemoatot

IftstrUStiOaa time (04$00tels
$02 of sebeduled time)

- Staff tasks (suggested. $22 of
assigned).

3.3 Pees tutors reoruited, trained, and
monitored. (suggested. 2-3 tutors
per periods formal observation at
least monthly)

STATUS NEEDED ACTION 010 WHEN
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DISCREPANCY ANALYSIS AND TASK LIST

6.0 CONSUMERS SATISPIED WITS nocum PIOCEDURES AND STUDENT OUTCOMES

11.131EIT

6.1 Parents oriented to changes in pro-
gram philosophy, currisulum, and
praetice.

.2 Si-weekly *outset with family
scheduled and completed (phone
nails, visits, notes).

d.3 implorer satisfaction data *ta-
loned each term.

6.4 Duilding staff informed about
program goals and procedures.

d.3 Proorea results reportad annually.

STATUS NEEDED ACTION 1010 WHEN
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DISCREPANCY ANALYSIS AND TASK LIST

7.0 ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES IN PIACI TO SUPPORT REST PRACTICE PROCEDURES

ELEMENT

7.1 Program purpose statement defines
goals of schooling for students
with severe handicaps.

7.1 Program guidelines/procedures
supports

Age-appropriate placements

Assignment to program classroom
as lese to hoes school as pos-
sible (support for heterogeneous
grouping)

Distribution of elassroces acre..
available sompuses

?Mamma for Gents,' rather
than isolated building.

7.5 Staff job descriptions thati

- Differentiate roles for elemen-
tary and secondary staff

Deflma role, for relcted service
personnel that emphasise con-
sultation, transdisciplincey
teaming, and community training.

7.4 Guidelines available regarding
transportation alternative.

7.5 Petioles for staff and student lia-
bility for out-of-school training.

7.6 Procedures exist to cover non-
traditional expenses.

STATUS

A

NEEDED ACTION WIO WHEN



DISCREPANCY ANALYSIS AND TASK LIST

1.0 ADMINISTRATIVE PICCIDURIS IN PLACI TO SUPPORT SIS? PMCTICI PROCEDURES

ELWIN!

7.7 Data system in place toi

- Molitor classroom status on these
elements

Pellow-up school leavers/grad-
uates

- Report post-sehsol needs to
policy planners.

7.8 'hasher supervision occurs regu-
larly and emphasises status on
chase Jonsson elements.

7.9 LIA sponsors annual inservica for
parents that focuses en transition
(rules, regulations, services
available, supportpd employment,
e ta.).

7.10 Transition Planning Committee is
e stablished.

STATUS NEEDED ACTION WEO



COMMON QUESTIONS...AND SOME ANSWERS
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COMMON QUESTIONS ABOUT TEE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN

INTEGRATED COMMUNITY-BASED MODEL

Thr. impleientation of a community-based model in any
secondary classroom for students with severe handicaps will
represent a departure from the status quo, and consequently
requires both descriptions of, and justification for,
procedural changes. Our experience implementing such a model
in a variety of communities makes it clear that there is a

conmon set of questions. We have tried to address these
concerns in a question/answer format. Being familiar with
these questions will help you advocate effectively and answer
similar questions when they are raised in your own school
community.

Q: Is community-based training an appropriate undertaking? Is
the idea itself credible?

A: Recent initiatives from the Office of Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services, U.S. Department of Education,
highlight that the goals of education and related services are
to prepare students with disabilities to be productive,
participating members of society, and to live as independently
as possible. In order to achieve this outcome, schools will
have to restructure the curriculum and training provided while
students are in high school.

The importance of training students with severe handicaps
in the community rather than in a traditional classroom pro-
gram is emphasized in current professional literature across
the nation.

In addition, many programs across the country provide
on-going demonstrations that community training is both
feasible and successful. Communities well known for their
community-based programs include: Madison, Wisconsin; San
Francisco, California; Eugene, Oregon; DeKalb and Champaign-
Urbana, Illinois.

High school programs for students with severe handicaps
throughout Oregon attend regular school campuses; their
training emphasizes learning work, leisure, and personal
armagement activities in the community. Both Utah and
Washington State have adapted the Oregon High School model to
effect broad systems change. The Kentucky Department of
Education has published state guidelines that ernhasize
functional, community-based programming. Indi; -1 school
districts in Indiana, Colorado, Arizona, Tennessee, and many
other states are also committed to providing excellent
community-based training.

The real question is not whether to implement community
training but how soon you can begin!
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Q: Does a community-based training program create added risk

end liability for a district?

A: Given the low trainer-to-student ratio used in community

training, the risk of accidents is minimized. However, each

district should review its policies to ensure that adequate

liability insurance is available for staff and students. If a

district policy covers regular high school students for work

experience or distributive education programs, it is unlikely

that it will have to expand its insurance to cover students
with disabilities. Since any peer tutors involved in community

training will be enrolled in a class, they too should be

covered by the regular district policy.

A number of features create program safeguards: (1)

having on file an LEA purpose statement addressing community-
based training, (2) having parents sign an acknowledgement that

their son/daughter will be trained in the community, (3) having

written procedures for dealing with medical and/or non-medical
emergencies outside school, (4) having a posted classroom

schedule that indicates who will be trained where and when, (5)

ensuring that all community activity focuses directly on

student IEP goals, (6) collecting data on student performance,

and (7) documenting that staff have received training on

procedures for community-based teaching.

Q: Aren't severely handicapped students too vulnerable to

access the community ty themselves?

A: There are several responses to the notion that persons with

handicaps are more vulnerable to community risk: (1) A person

with severe handicaps is only vulnerable if she/he is not

adequately trained. Low student:teacher task analysis,

student performance data, and well-e_ained teachers ensure

adequate training. The ability of %.e.udefnts to learn adaptive
community behaviors is well documented. (2) The "dignity of

risk" (Perske, 1972) is an important aspect of learning for

everyone. Students with handicaps have the right not to be

overly protected, and hence restricted, from the opportunity

for community integration. The key is supervised training so

that risk is minimized. Citizens with disibilities, like

everyone else, have the right to realistic feedback from

others.

Q: Is the community-based model for all students?

A: Yes. If the goal of education is to have graduates who
are competent in the community and future environments, all

students should have the opportunity to participate in the

model. Students need to learn activities that will have an

impact on their lives. All students should be given the

opportunity to learn to participate to the greatest degree in

all relevant activities. Participation will enhance the

person's image and appeal.
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Q: Car individuals with severe handicaps actually learn to use

commaity stores and services? Isn't it unrealistic to think

of them participating in community activities?

A: Students with severe handicaps may learn more slowly or

need to employ prosthetic devices or alternative performance
strategies to successfully function in the community. It is

likely that lack of skill is due to lack of training and

access, not lack of ability. Perhaps the best way to deal with

this concern is to provide real examples which demonstrate the

success of the model in sites where students are as similar as

possible to those with whom you are proposing the model. A

direct observation of a successful project site is probably

most effective. In addition, the presentation of direct

or indirect testimony of parents and professionals who

are already experiencing success with the model can be highly

effective. The presentation of research demonstrating the

achievements of individuals with severe handicaps can also be

used to demonstrate the appropriateness of these expec-

tations for students.

Q: Aren't students with severe handicaps too slow and "low

functioning" to be out in the community? Won't their presence

annoy other citizens?

A: This question has a multifaceted response: (1) Many

individuals--the elderly, individuals with crutches or limbs in

casts--may also respond more slowly. Society is generally

tolerant of them.
(2) An individual witha handicap may complete. tasks slowly

or inappropriately due to a lack of training or exposure;

therefore, better training over time will eliminate the
"annoyance" to other citizens.
(3) Individuals with handicaps are members of the local

community and have the same claim to services and opportunities

as anyone else. Personal inconvenience for "normal citizens"

is an excuse, not a justification, for segregration or

exclusion.
(4) Prejudice against a minority group is reduced by exposure

to its members; this provides a compelling argument for

integration in the schools and in the community. Successfully

trained citizens with handicaps are their own best

advocates.

Q: Does the emphasis on community training mean that academic

skills will no longer be taught? -

A: Training of academic skills will not be abandoned, but

those skills will be taught in context rather than in

isolation. Reading, math, or communication skills will be

taught in the context of valued activities such as shopping,

cooking, or riding the bus. Treatment of academic skills is

influenced by the concept of "opportunity cost": Given limited

instructional time and many activities that could be taught, it

is important to spend educational time in those areas that will
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maximize success after leaving school. For a student with a

severe handicapping condition, it is considerably more

important to learn community and job skills than to learn more

math facts, adjectives, or sight words.

Q: Will a community -based classroom be more expensive to

operate than a traditional secondary classroom?

A: No; the commu:ity-based model has been
designed to fit

whatever reF-:,wces are available to th,r classroom. However,

those resour;es may have to be used in a different way. Rather

than expenditures for purchases of commercial curriculum

materials, teachers will need support for local curriculum

development activities. Instead of traditional classroom

supplies (workbooks, prepackaged materials), classrooms will

need flexibility to purchase comsumable supplies (cooking

ingredients, restaurant meals) and other nontraditional items

(bus tokens, etc.). Parents can be expected to provide at

least partial. support for some community-based activities that

benefit families directly (such as shopping for grocery

items), and for those activities that parents usually support

(e.g., student leisure activities).

Q: Will the community-based model be more time consuming for a

teacher than a traditional classroom-based model for severely

handicappped secondary students?

A: By definition, any change in the status quo will require

some additional energy and effort. Most of the elements of the

model represent activities that should be part of any good

classroom program (IEPs, contact with families, written

instructional programs, data-based decision making, staff

training, and program accountability).

The particular procedures advocated by the Oregon High

School Model (OHS), Utah's Community-Based Transition Model,

and the Employment Training and Transition Model represent a

coherent and compatible set of systems that provide known out-

comes for students. A study of how teachers in OHS classrooms

allocate their time across various tasks (e.g., direct instruc-

tion, recruiting and training peer tutors, instructional program

development, district and building meetings) and how much total

time they spent showed that both the amount and pattern of

activity changed over the school year. Initially teachers in

project classrooms worked an average of 10.00 hours per

day in project classrooms. By the end of the school year, this

figure had dropped to an average of 8.00 hours per day

including a duty-free lunch period. Further, the pattern of

the data shows that there were fluctuations associated with

events in the school year (e.g., more instructional program

development in the fall, more contact with parents and time in

meetings in the spring as a function of IEPs).

111
While start-up of the community-based model will require

additional time, maintaining the model should not be anymore
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demanding than operating a good traditional program. However,

since we do not have comparable data from classroom-based

programs, it is impossible to compare teacher effort across

community-based and classroom-based models.

Q: Will the community based model require additional staff or

specialists (vocational trainers, community trainers, classroom

aides, etc.)?

A: The community-based model typically has been implemented

with the staff already available to the classroom and without

the addition of staff resources beyond those normally available

to similar classes in the district. Some modifications in

traditional job description duties for existing classroom

staff, related service staff and supervisory staff may be

necessary to ilciplement the model. Additional paid staff

positions should not be necessary.

Q: What is the role of related service staff (occupational

therapist, physical therapist, speech/language specialist,

adaptive physical education specialist) in a community-based

model?

A: OT, PT, speech and language specialists are consultants to

the teacher and may assist in the following ways: evaluating

current levels of student performance; giving input on IEPs and

suggesting activities; developing prosthetic devices; training

students on activity goals from the IEP; and monitoring

effective communication/motor skills in community settings.

The adaptive physical education specialist may function as a

consultant or provide instruction on age-appropriate recreation

and leisure skills in the school and/or community.

Related service staff coordinate goal development,
assessment, effective classroom management and procedures, and

instruction with the teacher, aide, and other support staff.

Q: What are the benefits of implementing a community-based

model to the students with severe handicaps in the

partici5ating classroom?

A: Students will achieve greater independence both at home and

in the community following graduation. They will receive

training in work and in self-management skills (making choices,

problem-solving, time management), and have an increased

ability to use leisure time appropriately.

In addition, students will benefit from state-of-the-art

teaching technology and increased instructional time, from

increased contact with nonhandicapped peers, and from a

functional curriculum focused on the requirements of adulthood.

Data indicate that improvements in students' lifestyles

also take place following model implementation. After

following students in classrooms over a year, the data show a
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significant increase in student performance of activities in
integrated community settings outside school hours. Students
in classrooms are spending more time in community settings
engaged in leisure activities, personal management tasks (such
as shopping), and work as a result of their participation in
the model. In other words, a community-based program does
impact a student's quality of life outside the school day.

Q: What are the benefits of implementing of a community-based
model to the participating teacher?

A: To implement a community-based model effectively, a teacher
will have to learn organizational skills (schedules, master
calendar, weekly task lists, classroom meetings); learn data
analysis skills (to monitor instructional time and staff tasks,
in addition to student progress); improve his or her
supervisory skills; and improve his or her public relations
skills (excellent training for later supervisory or
administrative positions!). The teacher will have access to
new information and professional development opportunities;
learn to use low cost, effective classroom management
procedures; utilize materials developed by other classrooms;
and participate in a network of other professionals committed
to excellence in programs for students with severe handicaps.

Q: What are the benefits of implementing a community-based
model to the buiT.WITIWiTiincipal?

A: The administration is able to improve services within
the budget, to demonstrate an exemplary and visible program
that is compatible with the regular high school, and to receive
credit and publicity for an excellent program.

Q: What are the benefits of implementation of a community-
based model to thetcipating parents?

A: Parents are able to give planning and program-evaluation
assistance, to receive specific outcome information on their
son's/daughter's progress, to coordinate home and
school/community programs with the teacher, to see increased
independence of their son or daughter, to participate in
transition planning, and to enjoy involvement in goal setting.

Q: Don't some components of the community-based model actually
duplicate the responsibilities of adult service programs?
Can't some of this wait until after graduation?

A: The community-based model does include some components that
are (or should be) provided by adult service agencies.
However, many adult service agencies are not familiar with the
service needs of students with severe handicaps and find it
difficult to respond with adequate services. The goal of the
high school program is to provide information about students to
the representatives of these agencies that would allow them to
do better planning. The process of transition requires early
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r-
4, involvement of all participants (school, parents, students, and

adult service agencies) in the future planning for an

individual student. .All potential service providers need to

work together before, not after, high school completion.

OF COURSE . . .

The most effective answer to any question regarding the

implementation of community-based model is direct exposure to

individuals already involved with the model. Visits to ongoing

sites should be encouraged at any time. In addition, a

slide/tape presentation of one successful community-based model

(the Oregon High School model) is available from the

National LRE Network.
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SOME LIGHT READING . .



YOU CAN'T WIN

The school principal, like all other educators, should expect

to please no one. All too often he is caught on the horns of

a dilemma regardless of the action he takes, or fails to take.

If he corrects a teacher, he's always picking on someone; if

she doesn't correct teachers, she's a weak administrator.

If she calls a meeting, she has no regard for teachers' time;

if he doesn't call meetings, he doesn't believe in democratic

administration.

If he makes quick decisions and follows up, he is an

autocrat; if she is slow in making a decision, she is

indecisive.

If she visits the classroom, she is being nosey; if he doesn't

visit the classroom, he doesn't care what is going on.

If he speaks up for some new program, he's on the bandwagon;

if she's cautious about change, she's living in the past.

If she suspends a student, she doesn't understand children; if

he doesn't, he's a weak disciplinarian.

110
If he reports to school early, -he has insomnia; if she leaves

school late, she is a slow worker.

If she attends community affairs, she's a politician; if he
doesn't, he has poor public relations.

When he attends conferences of principals, he's goofing off;

when she doesn't, she's unprofessional.

If she checks with the superintendent, she hasn't a mind of

her own; if he seldom checks, he's assuming too much

authority.

If he's young, he's got to learn; if she's old, she just

doesn't have it anymore.

If she has a friendly personality, she's a show off; if he's

quiet, he is antisocial.

But take heart. Keep giving your best; for no matter what you

do, there are those who will always say, "It isn't the school

that's to blame. It's the PRINCIPAL of the thing."
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OREGON ASSOCIATION OF
SECONDARY SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

710 12th Street S.E. - Salem, Oregon 97301

A SPECIAL MEMO

One of the most complex of the new educational challenges that has con-
fronted school administrators in recent years is that which is involved in the
identification and treatment of students with special handicaps. We are all familiar
with 94-142 and its rules.

The following reflects what Don Essig, a high school principal, feels about
the special education service opportunity which was presented to him. It occurs
to us that what he felt and learned would be of interest and value to both elemen-
tary and secondary principals.

GEORGE MARTIN
Staff Assistant

0000000000000000000

"The following article is one that I prepared for publication
because of some deep feelings that I have developed in the past three
years about the inclusion of severely handicapped atudents in high
school. Until the class was included at North Eugene, I was probably
like most Americans, unaware of the real needs and wants of this element
of our society. Believe me, I have been taught well by the students and
staff of that program, that they can contribute to and participate in
society as worthy members.

"This article is being shared with you in hopes that all of you
might have a part of the information necessary to understand what
severely handicapped students can do for a high school student body
and staff. Truly, the 1,000 regular people at North Eugene have gained
much more than the 14 severely handicaoped people from their presence
here. I hope that someday all of you will have the same opportunity to
have a similar group in your school, and that this article might make it
easier for you to see the benefits of such a program."

April 1983
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Don S. Essig



"Hey, Barb. Where's the Severely Handicapped Room?"

by

Don M. Essig, Principal
North Eugene High Schooll

Since the mid-70's public schools in Oregon began to serve

severely handicapped students on their campuses, most often

within a self-contained classroom model run by a special

education teacher. There have been some recent reports on the

impact of such integration from the perspectives of the special

educator, and handicapped and regular education students.

However, relatively little attention has been focused on the

impact of integration in the high school or its implication for

the building principal. The purpose of this article is to

present a Principal's perspective on some of the issues related

to the integration of severely handicapped students in a

secondary school.

Since 1980, North Eugene High School has had a self-

contained classroom for severely handicapped students. The

classroom is run and monitored by teaching and supervisory staff

of the Lane Educational Service District. This year there are

fourteen students in the class. Generally speaking, having the

"Basic Skills" class has been a valuable experience for all of us

at North Eugene. The class is an integral part of our school.

A commitment to provide severely handicapped students

integrated educational experiences means more than simply making

1Dr. Essig is now Director cf Management Services, Eugene School

411
District 4-J.
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classroom space available. There are various levels of

integration, and the principal can play an important facilitating

role in each.

At the most basic level is physical integration. This

refers simply to the location of the special program in the

school building with regular education programs. While this

appears to be a straight forward issue of space allocation, there

are some additional factors that influence the success of

physical integration. In initially deciding what space to assign

the Basic Skills classroom, the attempt was made to make the

location convenient for the students and chose a room both close

to the exit where the school buses stop and near the restrooms.

After one term, however, the classroom was moved to a more

central location in the school. In the new location, regular

student traffic is always very heavy, and cafeteria and student

lounge are nearby. Students from the Basic Skills class are

literally in the center of things at NEHS and have many more

opportunities for natural contacts with their non-handicapped

peers in the course of the school day.

Functional integration describes situations where severely

handicapped students and their nonhandicapped peers

simultaneously use the school facilities and resources. The

severely handicapped students at NEHS use virtually all the

facilities in the school at the times when they are in use by the

rest of the school population. They have lockers, make purchases

at the snack bar and school store, attend assemblies, and "hang

out" in the cafeteria just like the rest of the student body.

There were no special adaptations or arrangements, just the
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initial expectation that NEHS was the home school for these

students, not just a building that provided space.

In addition to access to all the school's facilities, some

students in the Basic Skills class participate with support in

classes offered in the regular curriculum. We have had Basic

Skills students in woodshop, home economics, weight training, and

slimnastics classes.

Social integration refers to regular personal interactions

between handicapped and nonhandicapped students. While the

location of the classroom at NEHS is ideal for encouraging

contacts between the students, location alone does not ensure

social integration. One effective vehicle to increase inter-

personal integration at NEHS has been an active peer tutor

program. Each term there is an elective class for students who

wish to be peer tutors Enrollment in the class is 1 imited and

competition to be a peer tutor is quite keen. Students receive

grades in the peer tutor class. A number of student leaders

have been recruited into the program which helps the status of

the Basic Skills students. Peer tutors provide small group

instruction in the classroom, participate in community training,

and are evaluated on a regular basis as well as graded at the end

of the term. Besides being a valuable learning experience for

the nonhandicapped students, the peer tutor program provides an

important support network for the integration of the handicapped

students. The handicapped student now can greet other students

by name when going down the hall and has more opportunities to

socialize with nonhandicapped peers. In addition to supporting a
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peer tutor program, the principal can also increase opportunities

for contact by expecting and encOuraging the attendance of

special education students in school assemblies and special

school functions. It has also been important to integrate the

Basic Skills teacher into the rest of the school staff even

though he is technically an ESD rather than district employee.

At NEHS this has resulted in that teacher feeling a part of the

staff, and helping him to be able to communicate his program to

them.

Another strategy for providing more opportunities for

interaction is the participation of handicapped students in

regular classes. Those situations where nonhandicapped peers can

witness the handicapped students as a competent peer seem

especially valuable.

In addition to providing overall support for integration

activities, the principal must serve as one of the role models

for social interaction between handicapped and nonhandicapped

individuals. He must make a point of initiating appropriate

social exchanges with the :landicapped students while trying not

to treat them differently from the.rest. That implies simila.:

behavior expectations for them a, for regular students. The goal

of high school for regular stua,..nts is to prepare them to

function effectively after graduation whether they 1,egin

employment or go on for further education. In eff.sct, the goal

for severely handicapped students is the same: successfil.

community functioning, or societal integration.

If the function of the school is to prepare severely

handicapped students to live, work, and recreate in normal
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community seetings, the secondary curriculum must reflect that

goal. Consequently much of the teaching with severely

handicapped students must occur outside the classroom, in work

experience settings, on bus routes, in supermarkets, and in local

recreation centers. It is quite possible, even likctly, to step

into the Basic Skills classroom at NEHS and find the majority of

students off campus. This was initially quite a novel experience

for staff and required some adjustment of what people thought of

as a good education for high school students. It also required

some exceptions to established school rules that were not made

with the instructional needs of severely handicapped students in

mind. In order for the Basic Skills students to get the

functional, community training they needed, the principal must

assume the same supervisory functions for them as for the other

students. For example, if the teacher and aide were both in the

community, the principal and staff assume responsibility for

those students who remain on campus working with peer tutors.

In summary, there is much to be gained on a high school

campus by having a severely handicapped class of students as part

of the program. Regular staff and students learn to interact

effectively with this segment of the population who are not as

fortunate as most. Handicapped students have the opportunity to

learn and grow among a caring, understanding, regular population.

The principr should do everything necessary to exploit the

positive aspects of that relationship.
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An Opportunity,
Not a Burden

'DON M. ESSIG

Severely
handicapped
students integrated
into a regular high
school in Eugene,
Oregon, have the
support and
acceptance of school
staff, students, and
community.
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In March 1979, a group of staff
members representing the new
Oregon High School project pro-

posed that I, as principal, participate in
their project, a movement I knew little
abouta program for which I myself
had to be trained. After weeks of dis-
cussions with staff members, and after
careful planning with the teacher of
the proposed basic skills class for se-
verely handicapped students, I was
convinced, and the "1300/13 theory"
was conceived the 1300 regular stu-
dents and staff members in the school
could learn and benefit from the 13
handicapped students an much as they
could learn from us. These students
would be considered an opportunity,
not a burden.

The High School Setting
Our model requires an "open"
schoolnot a physically open plant
without walls, but a community of

people who are willing to listen, test,
and help cultivate change. The North
Eugene building is perftaps as tradi-
tional a structure as one will find
anywhere in the country; it was built in
the lace 1950s to satisfy taxpayers who
had reacted negatively to a previous
high school that many considered too
lavish. Even so, we discovered that
with minor modifications the special
students managed very well..

We strongly believe that handi-
capped students should be visible to
everyone. Their classrooms should be
dose to the social hub of the building
as well as to lockers. cafeteria, and
regular bus loading areas to reduce
their mobility problems and maximize
their interactions with regular stu-
dents and staff members. A central
location also makes it more conve-
nient for handicapped students to par-
ticipate in activities that regular stu-

"[Nonhandicapped
students] gain
praisenot
ridiculefrom
other students
when they attend
afterschool
activities with
their handicapped
friends."

dents and staff members take for
granted, such as going to the lunch-
room, using lockers, and attending
assemblies. The handicapped stu-
dents' break and lunch schedules
should be the same as for oth , stu-
dents. maximizing their visibility and
availability to the total school popula-

tion.

Support Act vities
Entacturicular activities are an impor-
tant part of high school life. At North
Eugene. severely handicapped - 1-
dents participate in these activities
through a dub called the "Highlander
Advocates." Membership includes *a-
dmits from many soda classes within
the school--student leaders, athletes,
punk.ers, honor society members, and
so on. The dub helps sponsor dances,
buys buttons and banners to show
school support, and serves as a focal
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support group for the severely handi-
capped by all students The handi-
capped students also carry student
identification cards and have their plc.
tures in the yearbooknot as a spe-
aal, handicapped class, but as individ-
ual students.

Without doubt, the most important
aspect of our success has been the
training, development, and utilization
of peer tutors Regul?r and handl

capped students work alongside one
another on computers and in home
economics or industrial education
labs, they rollerskate, bowl, and play
softball together Tutors accompany
their severely handicapped peers to
banks, fast-food restaurants, and gro
eery stores; and they gain praisenot
ridiculefrom other students when
they attend afierschool activities with
their handicapped friends

The Oregon High School Model
for Severely Handicapped Students.

Program components were designed from previous research and
various techniques used in educating severely handicapped students.
The model is based on the assumption that severely handicapped
students can perform A variety of tasks once presumed beyond their
capabilities, and has Seven basic features:

1. The integration of severely handicapped students involves
placement of a special class in a regular high school building where
there is an opportunity to share resources and nonacademic experi-
ences with non handicapped peers. Integration is defined as availability
to the regular education environment rather than mainstreaming
handicapped students into classes with regular students.

2. The program should be age appropriate, and instruction should
incorporate materials and tasks that highlight similarities within the
high schooi peer group. This includes the commitment to provide
extracurricular and nonacademic experiences normally associated with
regular high school students.

3. The program is community referenced with emphasis on func-
tional skills and criteria that relate to the community's demands and
Expectations.

4. A future orientation is a natural arfd necessary complement to
community referencing. Future environments should include in-
creased accessibility, community living alternatives, more opportuni-
ties for nontrivial work and wages, and a decreased need for adult day-
care programs.

5. The comprehensive high school program should be judged not
against what teachers can program, but against what their students
need. Strategies are developed for fitting into the local economy and
for teaching skills that are not normally practical in the dassroom.

6. Parent involvement encompasses a wide variety of roles. Hiving
parents extensively involved in the developme, it of individualized
educational programs, homebound instruction, community training,
data collection, and program design leads to the potential for a higher
success rate once students leave school.

7. The effectiveness of secondary instruction should be measured
in terms of daily performance in residential, vocational, leisure, and
community environments rather than by accumulated knowledge or
classroom behavior. Program assessment must be sensitive to in-
creased independence in daily routines, improved access to communi-
ty services, development of personal options, employment, and pro-
ductivity.

Life Skills
Learning skills in a realistic setting is
especially important for handicapped
students The school can provide work
training opportunities (cafeteria clean-
up, liner patrol, recycling projects)
The small salaries students earn from
these jobs provide them with the
chance to learn how to cash checks.
deposit savings, and make purchases

The growing business/school part.
nership programs around the country
present possibilities for additional
training in real-life skills. Local busi-
ness leaders must be convinced that
severely handicapped students can be
a produaive, successful work force,
and programs such as ours an help
the community to better understand
these students, their needs. and their
often-underestimated abilities.

During the past six years. seven of
the students in our program have
graduated and been awarded cerufi-
cates of completion Three of these
students are presently employed in
the community, and the other four are
seeidng jobs.

Those Who Care
As educators, those who should are
the most about children and their
futures, we must convince others of
the need to help all studentsinclud-
ing the severely handicappedbe-
come successful members of society.
The staff members and students at
North Eugene High School have dem-
onstrated that this is possible.

Don M. Essig served as principal of North
Eugene High School from 1978-1964 He
is presently Director, Management Devel-
opment and Services. School District 4J,
Eugene Public Schools, 200 N Monroe,
Eugene, Oregon 97401
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New MCCSC program opening

doors for special students
tity Arms" Caecorea
KT Report

in many ways, Shelly Hackett is a

typical high school student
She struggles with her classes

and bolds down a parttime job. She
went to the prom and she proudly
Bashes her newly acquired high
school ring to anyone who admires
it.

A year ago. Shelly's mother.
Elaine Pryor. never would "have
believed her daughter's life could
be so "normal." Shelly. after all,
was born 17 years ago with Down's

_ sYndrotne.

go.

Pryor credits her daughter's most
recent progress to an effort by the
Monroe County Community School
Corp. to integrate its mentally and
physically handicapped students
into the regular school setting.

In the Least Restrictive Environ-
ment Project, moderately, severely
and profoundly mentally retarded
young people, many of whom also
are impaired by serious physical
handicaps, are in segregated classes
at Bloomington High School North
and Rogers and Binford elementary
schools. according to project direc-
tor Ed Sento& who is on sabbatical
from a high-ranking position in the

0.041,11

1.4

:?

:1(7"

14.a.3% sr

federal Department of Education.
Based at the Developmental

Training Center at Indiana Univer-
sity's School of Education, Sontag
was coordinating the project for
three other districts when he
learned last May that MCCSC in-
tended to transfer the remainder of
its severely retarded students from
the Stone Belt Council for Retarded
Citizens school to classrooms at the
district's schools. That's when he
invited MCCSC to participate in the
project along with school corpora-
tions in Johnson County, Indiana p.

oils and South Bend.
MCCSC began mainstreaming its

NO Om Wimps Osmeorm

Shelly Hackett uses a city busto get to work

handicapped youngsters four yogis
ago. But it was not until this fall
that the most severe.students were
brought hem Stone Belt, and that
vocational education was stowed.
With emphasis in community and
vocational trainin& the Lent
strictrve Environment Pr=
designed to prepare these
for independent living.

"At one time, these people, none
become ults, would ,havethey

been destined
adto

a lifetime of TV
watcidngor some type of acthity in
a sheltered workshop," add
"The goal In a Ptegrant likeSttegt
to place them in competitivejobs."

At both the elementary and sec-
maim levels, stockade spend some
portion of the day-in the classroom

=on, acagemkst:-. But the
um is AmctionaL For noun-

pie, rather than:woridng on abs-
tract algebra equations, students in
a math class might -figure out how
much money they need to ride the
bus downtown, eat breakfast in a

lestaurant andveturn to wool,..
The worth own qilim quiz might

. be items on a grocery Aop*g list.
In addition to dassroxn work, stu-
dents aret tskeneut into the commu-
nity and taught 'Wilk such as
riding the bust- crossing the street

63.

or bow to conanct themselves in a
department store.

"You can taut all day about bow
to find the right bus, about paying
the-fare and getting off at the tubs
stop.' But it's by getting out and

that these kids saiddoing
Maryid

it
ariowe, one et the

learn,
four

"
MI

time teachers at Bloomington High
School North. -

For Shelly; ,who lives hi rural
Poland. learning to cross the street
on the way from the bus station to
her job; vas a major accomplish:

z+, add Marlowe.

se. succio, Sack pg.
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Community-based school program
reaps benefits for students, elderly
ley gem Teo Ishrch
awwweigir et -alone worts MCCSC

On Wednesday afternoons. stu 1 community
dents from one of the moderate and

Oloomingion High School North It@ lieII update
severly handicapped classes at

can be found volunteering for the E.--

residents at Hospitality House
Nursing Home. Last veinier. Host* taking advantage 41( the facilities at
talky House activities directorschakh out the YMCA: eating breakfast or
for volunteers through the Bloom lunch in a restaurant of their Last spring. the students got the

invert Volunteer Action Bureau. choice: cashing a check at a local opportunity to meet the residents

The nursing home needed people to bank: mailing a card to a friend. for whom they shop The de: "s
for residents whom have etc~ The intent of this type of invited to the annual volunteer

anyone to shop for them. Since CY1T/CULUM 11 63 PeUnde OPPOntlAi"
recognition dinner at Hospitality

ems North has a eathintshity.hased ties for the students to learn about House. the students and staff a t.
tended the dinner and were recog.

curriculum for their moderate and. their community and to be able to
handicapped gems their community with wan. sized as valuable volunteers of th

Hospitality House's needs were in dance. After these particular stu nursing home. The student; vast

lint with experiences that these dents graduate. it is Mt that they very pleased with this ry CCAW*.

students required.
will become productive adults in This fall the students and staff
their community. have received volunteer pins that

This communitpbased arms. State that they have volunteered
glum for moderate and smutty The students who shop for Hes for Hospitality Howe between one
handicapped students was first kn. talky House go with a school Sys and 2S hours during 1106.
Summed during the LISA tan staff member to Ms. Schaich's
school year. The term community. *Ace. She has already saw the This type of cooperation between

based means that the students residents what they need that week Bloomington High School North

spend up to onehaff of their school at the Mfg. She provides us with and Hospitality House has en.
week engaging in activities that an individual list hem each person 'lanced_ _the gushy/ of life for both

take place the community. The who seeds something along with
has

st_usents and the residents- It

activities include nteattingful work the money to purchase the item. nas 5nOwn3 among other things that

at various business sites; domestic silt( items range from Clueberry moderate and llevelelY

cleaninc shopping for home, per. Newtons. to diem. chewing capped people can be cootriaunng

meat and school supplies bowling Otalucco. o'00t sweaters and members of their oommunitY.

pity. to a particular sue of thread
for tatting The students learn to
access II- to diferent stores during
the course of their shopping trips
They learn how to look for a panic
ular brand. make price compare
sons. money usage. and the
logistics of shopping in general
The students. in turn, offer a much
needed service for other people.
who cannot do this for themselves.
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Handicapped get help
from their ecial als
A volunteer
hand during
school day
By San ALBERT
Stns STAFF warm

Bruce Chaney and Jeremy
Carnahan eat lunch together at
school, play with HeMan toys
and listen to records during re-
cess.

Not so unique for two friends.
But their relationship Is more
than that.

Jeremy pushes Bruce. a
quadriplegic confined to a wheel-
chair. through the halls of

* More oducstion-roistml
stories on Page 24

41MEMMI0

School 94. The 12-year-old also
gets Bruce's lunch tray every
day. helps him get Into a special.
bus after school. and most Im-
portantly. Just spends time with
a boy who often hadn't been
around other pupils.

Jeremy is Bruce's **special
pal" at the far-Eastskk elemen-
tary school. 2701 Devon Avenue.
where many handicapped chil-
dren are paired with other pupils
to give .hem a helping hand dur-
ing the day.

Forty-four physIcally and/or
mentally handicapped pupils are
attending the school for the first
time this year. Indianapolis Pub-
lic Schools moved handicapped
pupils attending Roberts School
to 10 schools throughout thetas-
trtct this school year to Integrate
them Into a regular school set-
ting.

Bruce. 11. was hit by a car
when he was 3 years old.
resulting In almost total paraly-
sis from the shoulders down. He
cannot breathe on his oarn. so
he has to use a ventilator at-
tached to his wheelchair. And he
can only talk in whispers be-
cause of tracheostomy opera-
tion.

"I've learned that whenever
I'm around these kids." Jeremy
said Thursday during recess. -tt
makes me fee special like I'm
doing something for them. It
makes me NIPPY."

Amway Corrsahan (eft)
Chaney operrne an oducaSona

Many of the other handi-
capped children at School 94.
and throughout the 10 schools.
also have been paired with -*pe-
dal pals.- Teachers say tit::
handicapped pupils and !Ire oth-
ers both benefit.

-They've become very at-
tached to each other." said Mar-
lene Rockefeller. a sixth-gm-de
teacher. **They love those
(handicapped) kids. They have
become protective of them."

The pupils are learning how
to deal with people with handi-
caps. and also they are more
conscious of the came-calling

66.
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helps "special par' Bruce
I toy.

they do among themselves. said
Beth A. Mackey. who teaches
mattiple-handlcapped pupils.

The pal system evolved
through the initiatives of the pu-
pils last fall.

Miss Rockefeller said she no-
ticed some of her snah-graders
coming to class late. When she
Investigated. she found they
were pushing the handicapped
children In wheelchairs back to
their rooms Mat.

Since then. fourth- to sixth-
graders have volunteered to take

&se PALS ;-age 24
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Coodased from Page 23

on specific responsibilities (or
certain children Those in the
lower grades have adopted a
class of handicapped children.
sometimes meeting for special
parties or helping the more se-
verely handicapped pupils in
their classes

"Kids are coming to my class
and asking me. Can I help? Can

t help?' explained Ms. Mackey.
-II's more socMlly accepted to
help them than to snake fun of
them

She said the children are In-
teracting. not just playing. They
help feed the handicapped pupils
and help develop their fine motor
skills.

In accordance with federal
and state law. IPS Is following
the concept of placing handi-
capped students In the "least
restrictive environment.- Mildly
handicapped students have been

placed in regular classrooms for
years. but more emphasis Is now
being given to putting the mod.
erately to severely handicapped
students to regular classes.

Rather than attend classes
with only handicapped pupils all
day. some of them attend art.
music and physical education. as

well as some academic subjects.
with the other students. accord-
ing to Principal William Malone.

-We've Just had no problemi.
... les been a learning experi-
ence for all of us;* he said.

For Bruce. 'no has tither
been taught at home or in a
school for handicapped pupils.
"getting Mm into a classroom Is.
probably the best thing we could
do for him." said Mary Evans. a
nurse who accompanies him to
school.

"I an see a lot of growth
socially." she said. "He can car-
ry on a conversation and can
relate to others much better."
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

We know that principals are busy people, so we have tried to
keep the message short and to the point. Howaver, if you have
the time or inclination, there is much more information on
designing effective schools for students with severe
disabilities. The following references should help get you
started.

Wilcox, B., & Bellamy, G. T. (1982). Design of high st.:hool

programs for severely handicapped students. Baltimore:

Paul H. Brookes, Publishing Co.

Certo, N., Haring, N., & York, R. (1984). Public school
integration of severely handicapped students. fiiore:
Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co.

Stainback, S., & Stainback, W. (1985). Integration of
students with severe handicaps into regular schools.

Reston, VA: The Council for Exceptional Children.

Wilcox, B., & Bellamy, G. T. (1987). Secondary education for
students with Down syndrome: Implementing quality services.
In S.M. Pueschel, C. Tingey, J.E. Rynders, A.C. Crocker, and
D.M. Crutcher (Eds.) New perspectives on Down Syndrome
Baltimore: Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co.

McDonnell, J., & Sprague, J. (1984). Effective use of secondary
age peer tutors: A resource manual for classroom teachers.
Eugene, OR: Center on Human Development, University of Oregon.
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